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The Overestimatz'on
of
Functionalism
four chapters of part D were concerned with the resolution of the
‘ ersies and paradoxical ■ndings that proceededfrom the Neogramposition on the regularity of sound change. The results have proremarkably strong support for their point of view. Once the Neojum'rian
concept is modi■ed by our present understanding of the

y of abstractnessof linguistic categories,the regularityof sound

-i:

.
.‘J■ge appears as a substantive reality. In part E, our attention turns to
from the original
'
r aspect of the disagreements that have followed
of sound change to meaning.
relation
the
arian
statement:
' Neogrammarian position on this matter is quite simple: the course
and change is not modi■ed by the communicative needsof speakers
that preserve
tenets. Grammatical systems do show adjustments
. ' . gful relations,

of anabut these are the result of a separate process

from regchange. The problem of distinguishing analogicalchange
Neogrammarians
the
since
continually
argued
11nd change has been
the
Wculated their position. But recent years have seena revival of
that

sound change is directly

affected by the need to preserve mean-

This genhypothesis.
under the title of functionalismandthefunctional
historical
well
variation
asto
synchronic
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applies
to
‘ Dim of view
deal With both
To assess functional arguments, we will have to
.
taken place With
.01’variation.
The most detailed developments have

of thischapterWillfocu:
' to synchronic, stablevariation,andmuch
helpful
to look at the place0
■rstbe
area of investigation.It will
relation to linguisuc argumen-
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-
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“function,” “communication,
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proposition:
mt may be summedup asa default
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int.

olatedfrom socralinteraction.
38.21%
‘_ those who investrgate
‘
_
languagein its socialcontextdo
not usually
hold
of theseposrtions,

Ethan the concept
itruth—de■nitional
7

at include the functhe social relations
_
'-- and communi.
imlaining

inherently good.

■ndbackgrounding.

'

....

any
one might expect that work in this areawould
■ll into the functional camp. Yet over the
past ten years, I and others who
observe language in use have become increasingly doubtful of
arguments
for the controlling effect of meaning on languageand languagechange.It
is often asserted that speakerstake the information state of their addressee
into account as they speak, and that given a choice of two alternatives,
they favor the one that will put across their meaning in the
most e■icient
and effective way. But in what follows, we will seethat quantitative studies
of the use of language fail to con■rm this assertion.
Functional arguments are not easily discouraged. Communicationand
meaning appear there as elements that are inherently good; a linguistic
device is considered better if it communicates more information, and worse
if it does not. I ■nd myself inherently suspicious of anything that is

succeed in disalong with their
.
moods. In addition,
calling attention to
.
medby such terms

A;
%
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'

language

and might include
Halliday, Kuno,

What we might call naive or teleological functionalism has been tried in
o■ier ■elds and been found wanting. Merton points out that the structural■mctionalism of sociology looks to the structural consequences
of behaviors
=or institutions, not their motivations. In his discussion of functions and
dya■inctions, he points out two types of confusion in his own ■eld:

at the Chicago
, m

.m on to functional
x■mctional explaavoid “function”
_
'1" oing skeptistructure. In
needs of comin
x~is it evolved
concluded from
.r, he says:

WWW attentionto

of the heart, and
’ 1-: no dogmatic
in functional

,e’er’tainlyrelated to

"

gthe tendency to con■ne sociological observations to the positivecontributions of

I sociologicalitem to the socialor cultural systemin whichit is implicated;andthe

tendency to confuse the subjective category of motivewith the objective category of
■mction.” (1957251)

This description might equally well be applied to linguists who have ressnared to Jakobson’s call for teleological thinking in linguistic analysrs,
under the program that the structure of language can only be understood
1987). At the level
in! an implementation of speakers’ intentions (Caton
of Searleand Gnce that to
V 49f speech acts,
position
the
appreciate
one can
of
‘understand the meaning of an utterance is to understand the intentions
all
of
skeptical
argube
think
the. person who uttered it.2 Yet I
we must
through the speaker’sdesires
ments that claim to explain linguistic changes
There is no reasonto thmk
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'
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explanations of sound change

A full consideration of functional arguments
must certainlyincludethe
explanation of

sound change. The chain shifting of vowelsand
consonants
that we consxdered in part B has always been considered
major instance
of functional behavxor. Such coordinated changeshave a
the e■ectof avoidmg merger and the loss of the distinctions that are used to encodemeaning
(Martmet 1955; Haudricourt and Juilland 1949). It is well
known that
such arguments fail to deal in an accountable
way with the fact that mergers are even more common than chain shifts, and that massivemergersdo
take place, with a concomitant increase in homonymy. Though it is often
argued that the mergers that lose the least information
are favored, part
C gave many examples of unconditioned mergersthat
are hard to reconcile
with this point of view.
Even where chain shifting does occur, it appearsthat functional
arguments are often arbitrary. Chain shifts are only one kind of coordinated
vowel change: the other is parallel movement, which is generally considered an example of rule generalization that leads (in terms of features)
to simpler statements. Such simpli■cations can be said to facilitate the
work of the speaker in producing language or the heater in understanding
it. This can be argued to be the function of the change,and such parallel
shifts are sometimes given as instances of functional behavior. But the
entire discussion will quickly become vacuous if we lump together explanations based on the facilitation of speechwith those that are basedon the
preservation of meaning. Lenition processesthat wear away forms, destroy
in■ectional contrasts, and confuse paradigms may be thought of as the
result of a kind of functional facilitation, following a principle of least
effort. In all that follows, “functional arguments” will be limited to those
that are based on a tendency to preserve meaning in the course of linguistic
variation and change.
In many cases, parallel or generalized sound changesturn out to alter.
clearest
hate in an unpredictable manner with chain shifts. One .of the

PhiladEIPhla
examplesof parallelismis the frontingof (uw)and(Owl1n_

(see■gure 3.6 for the communitymeans).The Parallell§m
“5 “evercon?
appearsm
plete: it is normal for one vowel to lead,and the generalization
the gradual completion of the changein the slowermember.In Philadel—
the Londtzn
phia, as elsewhere,(uw) leads(ow)."NOW:however,conSIder
moved.to the
vowel system of Marie Colville, in ■gure 6.3. Here/uw/ has

■'ont and Iow/ has moved down to low back posmon,parallelWith e
.

WWW

in gentry,

‘5

' of his own intuition!

f parallel movement rather
of (OMareforms0
'Chapter 8 proposedthatall suchfronnngs
general
than chain shifts, and that the fronting of mid vowels is not an in herempartof me

principles of vowel shining.
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and walked. Two major factor
groups
rged as general to almost all
English speakers, as shoWn in ■gure eme
19.1.
One basic constraint on -t,d deletion
is phonological: the effect
of the
followmg segment. A following
consonant favors deletion more than fol—
lowing vowel, as indicated by relations
a
a and b in ■gure 19.1, and within
this major division,
greater sonority (and the possibility of resyllabi■cation)

an ■gure 6.4, the same
However, we can.
or parallel shift —is
,
Many

London speakers
low/ —for example,
old (LYS:■g.29).
.Texas.
.,
In general,the
'ent of fronting. The

Meme

working-class

favors deletion. One might
argue, as Kipatsky has clone (197], 1982) that
this kind of variation need
not be entered into a grammar, sinceit cainbe
predicted by universal considerations of
markednessin syllable structure
that facilitate articulation. The second constraint
is independent of the ■rst
and more abstract in the sense de■nedin chapter
18: clustersformed by
past tense in■ections, as in walked, are less likely to be simpli■ed than
monomorphemic clusters, as in fact and fist, indicated by relations
as
c and
d in ■gure 19.1.
A variable rule that records these and other facts about
this process is
given in (3).

up the most advanced

that if the difference
so malleable, there

ology is the belief
by contrastivefuncdifferences in sound
oters 12-14 have
three reliable and
can use to dis-

(3)

t,d —. <0>

/ <—str> <+cons> [+cons] <0>
_

This may be read as follows: /t/
or w is variably reduced after another
consonant before a word boundary, and this happens more often in
unstressed syllables than in stressedones,more often when a third conson—
ant precedes, as in next, more often when there is no grammatical boundary

before the ■nal consonant, and more often when a syllabic segmentdoes
not follow.
It is true enough that if all the stable constraints on variation were to

be assigned to universal principles, there would be
no need to represent
variation in the grammars of particular languages. To this end, Kiparsky

that phonemesd0
«- ent of the sys-

‘ unicative

func-

,T

d

i
Itudied systematican-American

majorfocushas

hand, past, kept,

## <—syl>

O

■onted and rounded
" _u’nciation, [BU]. As a
-: aeratic ■uctuation
allel shift analysis
r cases. This is an

v

Monomorphemic
Figure [9.1.

I
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Pasttense

Two basic constraintson -[,d deletionIn

English
'
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,3, t on -t,d deletion be

l” suf■xasa Pi!SttenseSignal,while othersdo
not. The

a). so be retained in surface

not
incomistent With the functional explanation of the behavior of
past tense

on

forms.7

However, Guy (1991) points out that functional
a
explanation would
predict that —edin the present perfect have walked
would be deleted much
more often than -ed in the regular past tense, since the
present perfect is
marked primarily by the auxiliary have, and the /t/
or /d/ is redundant.
This is not what we ■nd, however. The
treatment of this -ed suf■xis not
signi■cantly different from that of the regular
past tense -ed, and this is
accordingly a counterfunctional effect.
It is reasonable to ask, if functional effects do not explain the -t,d
grammatical pattern, what does? Guy has recently pursued this question within
the structural framework of lexical phonology. The exponential hypothesis
(Guy 1991) predicts that the actual numerical relations between
mono—
morphemic, semiweak, and preterit forms will be in the ratios x’:x2:x as a
result of the fact that they have been affected by the -t,d deletion rule
three times, twice, and once respectively: monomorphemic within the base
morpheme; monomorphemic and semiweak forms after level 1 ai■xation

the next languagewas

study of Puerto Rican
‘
was deleted lessoften in
more often when it was a
or studies of Spanish and

■nding. But the limitations
study of English -t,d. The
| ,
W956,

an examinationof -t,d

' Yorkers. In his extensive
any demonstratesthat each
“that the past tense
, of the language.In cona later
alas,he points to the data
furor is the monomor—

-.

and bracket

.

Manon“.

. Cmenouat
l
.

"

functional is a natural
be
n ,ny deleted, it will
I0 follow, it will be evident

Within the frameworkof
it an only refer to the

as:otherhand,16me

"simpli■cation.
soEh“
the
. . that appliesto

.362“:

weight

meanvalueof .91

is thereforeintermediate,
andthetreatmentof thesemiweak
verbsis

of rulesin environments
._
‘7 ogical distinctions
the

'
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lower, at .52, as we would expect. The
semiweak verbs are ambiguous in
their grammatical statustsome speakers
appear to analyze the derivational

erasure;

and, after level 2 af■xation and bracket erasure, all

three types. Both preterit and past participle morphemes are level 2 af■xes,
and this treatment is thus perfectly consistent with the fact that the preterit
and the past participle share the same valuesof —t,a’
retention. At this point,
a number of issues remain to be resolved: what other languagesshow this
e■'ect (and why Ladakhi does not); whether the exponential relation ■ts
the data better than other mathematical models; whether the stressconstraint shows the effect of such iterative application, and so on. But the
exponential hypothesis ■ts in with the general pattern found throughout
this chapter: that variable morphological constraints are accounted for by
mechanical and structural factors rather than functional tendencresto preserve information.

Theperfect (5) of Ladakhi
An Opportunity to test the generality of functional effects on the delet'ior;~
or grammatical segments appeared in Koshal’s socrolmgurstic study of
Ladakhi, a Sine-Tibetan language spoken in the Himalayan region 0
northwestern India. Ladakhi has ■nal clusters ending in /s/ where the /s/
■nal
is variably deleted in a process that affects initial clusters as well. In
l alues.

' ‘
glilg::sad:pends
"nus intermediatevalueultimatelyturnedout to maska wrriclrhrangrtbiof
correlatedprimarilywith age,sincetheactualvalue“55'3“edto 6:310sumac),
(Guy3"
y
of thespeaker
analysis
upon the developinggrammatical

v-'€hange
and sometimes the perfect

-, is then unmarked and

'

e with su■xes. But the

~ .1to construct sentences

14- if the /s/ is missing.
(heard as ‘You took the
. when the
perfect /s/ is
,
.pm Ichyer, homonymous
‘ more pernicious
collapse
'

efore the pam'cipial suf■x
. .... the /s/ is deleted, one

z fun from the result of
“functionsasa noun-formething given’ with a deleted
“understood.

4&4tleletion, and offers an
«of the functional hypothat the Linguistics Labora-

g■iltmction betweenlexical
‘ men’s

W‘IMJ.

speech was ana-

In neither caseis

i andgrammatical
clusters.
'. with respect to the
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tional effects on this process is found
in the work of Poplack (1979, 1980,
1.981). In her study of Puerto Rican Spanish
in Philadelphia, Poplack
sidered many sources of information besides
conthe plural in■ection itselfmorphological,

syntactic,semantic,andculturalfactors.The

follow

datato
are drawn from Poplack 1980, to illustrate the relations
betweenfunctional
and counterfunctional effects, considering
the deletion of both the variable
(s) in the plural of noun phrases and the
variable (n) in the third
person
plural of verbs.a To underline the application
of the data to functional
explanations, I will mark each data
set as FUNCTIONAL
or COUNTERFUNCNONAL.
To begin with, Poplack replicated the earlier ■nding
of Ma and Herasimchuk (1968) that the relationship between
monomorphemic and grammatical forms reversed the English situation (see table
19.3). She then
carried out an extensive variable rule analysis, simultaneously
examining
the e■'ects of phonological, syntactic, morphological, and
cultural factors
on the realization of Spanish /s/. Each of the tables to follow is an extract
■om that single analysis, showing the constraints
on deletion by the
weights assigned to each possibility in a factor
group.
The plural in■ection /s/ can appear on severalelementsof the Spanish
noun

phrase.

For example,

there can be a determiner,

adjective, as in (4).
(4)

a noun, and an

las cosas bonitas

Poplack accordingly examined the effect of grammatical role in the noun
"is ■nal /s/ in Spanish,
uropean and Latin
1 range of studies and

Table 19.3

E■'ectof grammaticalstatuson deletionof /s/andIn/
in Puerto Rican Spanish

. Republic, /s/ can no
v exploration of func-

% deletion

'Popllck

Grammaticalstatus

(S) (n)

In■ectional

68

9

Monomorphemic

54

1

CorTNTERFI
JNCTIONAL

‘ ‘
wenken(5), and the nasahzauon,
.
studied the aspiration and deletion of the variable

d letion
'
. present
onlytheconi■ng■ygnsdoml
ins, anddeletionof (n).The tablesto followW1“
would notdbe

a; ’the
of these in■ections. Aspiration and nasal weakening
in■ection.
constnint,
since they leave some phonetic substance that can 1 en

‘ “hange
Within
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the noun

relevant sets. .In the first three cases,there is at least
one preceding /s/, and
so the plural information is preserved; in the fourth case,00
there is no
,
such plural information, and the morphological plural informa_tion
depends
on an in■ection in the third element alone. A functional theory must predict a lower probability of deletion in the 00_ case, but
as table 19.6
shows, this is not what Poplack found.

9A, For this factor group I
..
yank. To be sure, it is often
- information to be pre-

is be redundant. Here the -s
” "er, in initial position, less
often with the adjective that
.

process the information in
., they received it. This is a
olinguisdc evidenceagainst
. accept this argument, we

”stage

is massivelycounter-

gnormally

‘, there are four possible

(6)

a.
b.

(7)

a.
1).

prevails with

La reina manda.
Las reinas mandan.
La reina es bonita.
Las reinas son bonitas.

queen commands.’
queens command.’
queen is beautiful.’
queens are beautiful.’

‘The
‘The
‘The
‘The

The contrast between (6a) and (6b) shows the most common situation.
Just as the /s/ is the sole indicator of the plural in the feminine noun phrase,
the third person verb. But
30 the /n/ is the sole indicator of the plural in
be’, /n/ is not the only
‘to
verb
irregular
the
in (7a) and (7b), with
ser

”mtg (where 8 represents
cm be divided into two

The same situation

two-element strings.
In both cases, we see the tendency of a speakerto continue the pattern
set at the beginning of the noun phrase: an /s/ tends to produce an /s/, and
a zero tends to produce a zero. We may refer to this as perseverance
or
concord. Poplack relates this concordial tendency to a principle of least
e■on at the grammatical level, an extension of the principle of least effort
at the phonetic level ■rst articulated by Martinet (1961).
In the same factor group, there remains only one caseto be examined
in table 19.6: noun phrases that have a single member. If there is no supporting information in the noun phrase,there is the leasttendency to delete
the plural /s/, and we have what seemsto be a clear functional effect. We
will consider this case in more detail below.
Spanish sentences also show the plural by an /n/ in■ection on the verb:

appears on the last

Sheposition of the /s/ in■ecphrase, and her resultshave
■e; caseof the third element
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Table I9. 6

Effect of serial orderingin the noun phraseon deletionof

plural /s/

Varbrul weight
for /s/ deletion
Three-element

string

ls/ preceding [SS_, SO__,OS_]

g:

l
COUNTERFUNCTIONAL

No /s/ preceding [00_]
Two-element string
Isl preceding [S_]
No /s/ preceding [0__]

Single noun phrase

.44
.52
.24

]
COUNTERFUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL
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i'y would thereforepre-

than in (7b). However,
as

opposite.
« an Portuguese,termed
. ..7)LAccording
*I‘
to this prin~
; is, the more phonetic

4.

.mdency to retain the in■ec-

subject noun phrasewith
. , predict that if the
subject
a
n It carries plural marking,

n if the subject noun phrase
verb is more likely to be
m" -'onsare not borne out.
,
eI’llerefore

counterfunctional

hypothesisinto question.
information. Poplack
might
support a plural
_"

on:

,

group of plants’

'T'heytalkwiththedead.’
,-3".:*with
beans’

tell my kids.’
speakeris referringto
of the Isl. In (8b), syntac»
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never omits the amcle in the singular. In (8c), cultural knowledge
de■nes
the beans as .more than one bean, whether
or not the /s/ is realized. And
in (8d), the listener’s awareness of the speaker’sfamily situation
indicates
that the speaker is referring to
more than one child, even if the three /s/’s
are deleted.
Poplack considered the effect of the
presenceof such morphological and
syntactic information, along with pragmatic information,
on the deletion
of plural /s/ in two factor groups; her results
are displayed in table 19.8.
These are relatively weak effects compared
to the counterfunctional
e■'ects noted above. But the most powerful functional
argument of all
appeared when Poplack considered sentencescontaining
no disambiguating information at all neither morphological
nor pragmatic nor cultural.
—
Here plural /s/ and /n/ were never deleted. But
as Guy (1981) points out,
and Poplack

(1981)

emphasizes,

this cannot be taken as evidence for
a

functional account. It is not possible for a listener to know that speaker
a
has signaled a plural in■ection if the in■ection does not
appear and there
is no other information telling the listener that it is a plural. Therefore, in
a study like Poplack’s, the coder doing the linguistic analysiswill automati—
cally classify such utterances as singular. Guy’s study of parallel phenomena in Brazilian Portuguese shows that the analytical problem is not limited
to the extreme case of no supporting information. The overestimation of
functionalism is a more general process, a regular result of misclassifying
sentences as singular instead of plural.
The loss of the plural in Portuguese
Guy’s (1981) study of the deletion of /s/' in Brazilian Portuguesefocused
on a large body of data collected by MOBRAL, a researchprojecr concerned with increasing literacy among adults in Rio de Janeiro. In his expo—
sition of the functional problem, Guy begins with 5,247 tokens of noun

Table 19.8
Comparative effects of morphological and nonmorphological
information on the deletion of Puerto Rican Spanish plural is.

Varbrul weight
for deletionof /s/
/
Morphological disambiguatinginformation
Present
‘57
Not present

Nonmorphological disambiguatinginformation
5°
Present
Not present

1

Fl'Nt TlUNAl

.43

.41

i

FL'Nt‘l‘lthAl

hangs
7
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is no opportunity for supdency to preservethe /s/
'sh: 95.4% /s/ andonly
_ us] procedure is focus
to

element, and the effectof
etion. Table 19.9 shows
wt of these two-element
e percentage with zero
noun phrases, namely

predict otherwise, since
'ons before it, realizedas
phrasesin his data. One
4.6%, but there were only

2,799

”“046* 2,799]

123
70
58

we to reason that they were

‘ the type that are most
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in replacing them, we obtain the revised ■gures
showu in the top half of
table 19.10.
The functional e■'ecthas shrunk considerably.
Yet in all probability, it
is still considerably overstated. Let
us continue Guy’s original argument
by returning to the ■gure of 95.4% /s/ in single-element
noun phrases.
These instances of /s/ have no morphological
support from other sites
within the noun phrase, and their identi■cation plurals
as
must depend on
the various other sorts of information discussedabove. It is
inevitable that
listeners would misinterpret a number of theseplurals singulars,
just as
as
they do with two—elementnoun phrases. Let
us assume,as a ■rst approximation, that the proportion of single-noun plurals misinterpreted singuas
lars is comparable to the proportion of two-element
noun phrasesmisinterpreted as singulars. There we had to increase the number of
zeroes by
82%. If we do the same for the single-element noun phrases,
we obtain
the revised ■gures shown in the bottom half of table 19.10. If 7.7% is
a
more correct estimate of the number of /s/’s deleted in single-noun plurals,
then phrases intended as plurals will have no disambiguating support, and
will consequently be heard as singulars. If that is so, the calculation of
missing zeroes in (9) must also be revised:
(10)

Calculation of missingzeroes(revised)
Total two-element NPs
Zeroes expected from table 19.10 [= .077 * 2,799]
Zeroes found in table 19.9
Zeroes missing

2,799
215
70
145

Next we must again revise the calculation for two-element noun phrases
that was used to estimate the functional e■ect; the results appear in
table 19.11.
mode
'
At this point, the functional effect has disappeared.This particular
of calculation is recursive, and would force the estimatesfor one—and two—

% deletion
4.6

Table I 9. 10

Functional effectsin plural markingof BrazilianPortuguesenoun
phrases: Revised estimate

75.0 } FUNCTIONAL
10.0

O

/5/

Second element of two-element noun phrase
683
2,046
la/ in■ection preceding

N0 ls/ preceding

One-element
nounphrases

63

65

2,7:89

l

438 5,201 5,639

[= 1.82i 241]

% deletion

Total

75 0
49.7

..

7. 77

FUNCTIONAL

hange
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of Brazilian Ponug.

‘ Total

% deletion

5-:

"‘ 2:729
c 217

75.0
70.0

’ in an upwardly mounting
of deletion is
. percentage
erred frequency of zeroes

c■ect is accordingly smaller
We ■rst calculation.

> that the percentage of
.noun phrases was the same

if
sider the consequences
‘r ‘ es were actually higher

._
were“

calculationswould

{361028.

Basseswere actuallylower
counterfunctional
r~‘ be a
m '-'es rather than one to
i
a ' would predict more
when one does not.
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plurals as singularsin Brazilian Portuguese,why havetheseproblemsof
communication not been reported?Would thefrequencyof misinterpretanons be greater or lesser in actual conversation than in the linguistic

coding?What would happenif the interviewmaterials
weremeticulously

reexamined for possible errors or ambiguities of number?
I do not have a complete answer to these questions,but
some hints are
available from the results of the CDC project in the United States.
Several chapters in this volume have drawn upon the CDC study of
natural misunderstandings to make inferencesabout the effectsof misunderstanding upon language change. The samestudy hasdemonstratedthat
the actual number of misunderstandings in everydaylife is much greater
than casual observations lead us to believe. If we ask someoneto write
down the misunderstandings that occur in the course of a day, we will
receive a half dozen or so at the end of a week. If we don’t succeedin
getting people to write these events down, they will of coursenot remember
the details. But it is surprising to find that people will not remember that
any misunderstandings occurred at all.
The actual misunderstandings recorded are heavily concentrated among
those that are quickly detected becausethey do not fit the pragmatics of
the immediate situation. A smaller number are detected by accident. For
613 examples whose mode of detection was established,table 19.12shows
the percentages of the various modes.
The smallest categories are made up of errors that are detected only
aCCidentally, or never. These are the most important, from severalpoints
of View: they represent a much larger number of errors that causemisun—
derstanding, but are never detected. How large the number is would be

dif■CUltto say, but it is not unlikelythat it wouldbe of the sameorderof
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In this case, the strings did not consist of juxtaposed elements, but
of
successive ■nite verbs With the same plural subject. These were generally
discontinuous: sometimes clauses were successive,but sometimes they
were separated by a number of other clauses.The sequencesthat Scherre
and Nate coded were de■ned as verbs with the same plural subject in
continuous utterances of the same speaker, separatedby no more than
10 other clauses.lo Reviewing Poplack’s ■ndings, they raised the question
whether a verb that was marked for plurality would be more likely to be
followed by a verb unmarked for plurality, as the functionalist hypothesis
would predict, or by a marked verb, as Poplack’s noun phrase results
would predict. The sample consisted of 64 speakersfrom Rio de Janeiro,
strati■ed for sex, age, and education. From this data set, Scherreand Naro
derived 4,073 tokens for subject—verbagreement. Table 19.13 shows the
counterfunctional character of their basic ■ndings.Scherreand Naro point
verbs show no effect at all: their freout that isolated or ■rst—of-a—series
quency of marking is the same as the mean for the entire corpus. But when
a plural—marked verb precedes, the probability of marking rises,and when
an unmarked verb precedes, the probability of marking falls dramatically.
These results then replicate the principle of concordsshown by the Spanish
noun phrase: marks beget marks, and zeroes beget zeroes.
This e■’ectis remarkably robust. Since Portugueseis a pro-drop languScherre and Naro
age, there are many verbs whose subjects are ambiguous.

calculated the same ■gures with all ambiguous casesdropped, with the
of predicate
same result. They found identical patterns for sequences
relationship
between the
the
examined
adjectives. Within the clause, they
verbal plural marking, and whether the last element of the subject had-an
ls/ in■ection or not. The results are shown in table 19.14. Again, similar
and
results were found for predicate adjectives, in relation to the subject,
Table 19.13
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The developments of chapter 19 called into question the validity of
most
arguments for functional constraints on linguistic variation. Though most
of the discussion considered stable variables, it would be hard
to posit
a functionally controlled process of change if there were no synchronic
mechanism that allows functional constraints to emerge. Yet there is
no
doubt that in some way or other, linguistic systemsrespond to changein
ways that maintain meaning —more or less.
A typical case is the radical reduction of ■nal consonants in French.
One of the results of this process was the elimination of the ■nal /s/ that
marked plural in■ections in the noun phrase in the sameway as the ■nal
/8/ in Portuguese and Spanish. French originally signaledthe feminine plural of the article as [as (vs. singular la), just as Spanish does. The ls/ is
preserved in the underlying form of the article, since it is realized phonetically when the next word begins with a vowel. This does not of course
satisfy the functional hypothesis, since liaison does not convey any plural
information in the majority of cases,when the next word does not begin
with a vowel. Through some process of systemic readjustment that is yet
to be understood, the feminine plural is now consistently signaled by an
Opposition of vowel quality, opposing /le pom/ ‘the apples’ to /la pom/ ‘the
apple’. The readjustment is far from complete, since there are forms of
the determiner that do not show such vowel change. This is illustrated in
a sentence from one of de Gaulle’s speeches:
(1)

we have not yet

aare examplesof stable
" -carrying capacity is
8 do preserve their
me route or another.

tfully as they choose
. '
react. Chapter 20 will

Je m’addresse aux peuples —au plane].
‘I address myself to the peoples —in the plural. ,

The metaremark on plane] was required since here the lossof ■nal sxbilants
in the noun is not compensated for by vowel changem the determmer.
The morphophonemic contraction of (28) is not distingmshed from the
contraction of (2b) when a vowel does not follow.

(2)
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